
Top Shelf GREEN is an ultra-concentrate f

 at use dilution. 

Even though it was designed primarily for the residential market, it will amaze you at how effective it is at penetrating, 
attacking  and suspending embedded soils and oils commonly found in restaurants and car dealerships. 

ormulated with a proprietary blend of plant-based surfactants & 
deodorizers plus an encapsulating polymer.

It is very safe, environmentally friendly and is over 99.8% readily biodegradable  It does not contain 
any petroleum distillates, butyl, ammonium hydroxide, enzymes, phosphates, etc. 

Side-by-
side tests with competitive non-green products will convince you of its power as a cleaner AND as a deodorizer. 

Dirt Assassin GREEN will simply make any job go quicker and easier without worry of leaving a dirt attracting residue.  
If you dry some undiluted Dirt Assassin GREEN in a shallow dish or sauce, it simply dries to an encapsulating powder. 

Description

Directions

Test all carpeting for color fastness before applying any carpet cleaning product.

Depending on type of carpet and degree of soiling, apply at 300 - 500 SF per gallon of prespray and allow 5 or 
more minutes dwell time then extract with clear water, VacAway “Rinse-N-Stop” or use Top Shelv as an 
alkaline rinse agent (see chart).

See product label and MSDS for additional information and instructions.

Benefits

PSlices through grease, dirt & grime that competitive non-green products leave behind!
PZERO sticky or dirt-attracting residue.
PIdeal for any heavily soiled synthetic commercial or residential carpet.
PPenetrates and emulsifies the sticky film that binds dirt to carpet and upholstery fibers.
PDeodorizes as it cleans!
PMore than 99.80% readily biodegradable at use dilution.
PVery pleasant lemon scent.
PDries to an encapsulating film.
PpH approx 9,9 at 4oz per gallon
PFreeze-Thaw stable.
PMay be used with Hot Water Extraction or low moisture systems.

Packaging..............1 gal bottles (4 per case)
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For a 5-quart Hydroforce with a 8 to 1 tip, use 17 to 64 oz and fill with
water... for deodorizing, use  34 - 64 oz and fill with water.

Dirt Assassin GREEN is an ultra-concentrate f

 at use dilution. 

Even though it was designed primarily for the residential market, it will amaze you at how effective it is at penetrating, 
attacking  and suspending embedded soils and oils commonly found in restaurants and car dealerships. 

ormulated with a proprietary blend of plant-based surfactants & 
deodorizers plus an encapsulating polymer.

It is very safe, environmentally friendly and is over 99.8% readily biodegradable  It does not contain 
any petroleum distillates, butyl, ammonium hydroxide, enzymes, phosphates, etc. 

Side-by-
side tests with competitive non-green products will convince you of its power as a cleaner AND as a deodorizer. 

Dirt Assassin GREEN will simply make any job go quicker and easier without worry of leaving a dirt attracting residue.  
If you dry some undiluted Dirt Assassin GREEN in a shallow dish or sauce, it simply dries to an encapsulating powder. 

Description

Directions

Test all carpeting for color fastness before applying any carpet cleaning product.

Depending on type of carpet and degree of soiling, apply at 300 - 500 SF per gallon of prespray and allow 5 or 
more minutes dwell time then extract with clear water, VacAway “Rinse-N-Stop” or use Dirt Assassin as an 
alkaline rinse agent (see chart).

See product label and MSDS for additional information and instructions.

Benefits

[Slices through grease, dirt & grime that competitive non-green products leave behind!
[ZERO sticky or dirt-attracting residue.
[Ideal for any heavily soiled synthetic commercial or residential carpet.
[Penetrates and emulsifies the sticky film that binds dirt to carpet and upholstery fibers.
[Deodorizes as it cleans!
[More than 99.80% readily biodegradable at use dilution.
[Very light & pleasant scent.
[Dries to an encapsulating powder.
[pH approx 9 at 4oz per gallon
[Freeze-Thaw stable.
[May be used with Hot Water Extraction or low moisture systems.

Packaging..............1 gal bottles (4 per case)
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mtDirt A ssi  GRssa n EEN

dries to an encapsulating powder

tm  Dirt Assassin GREEN

Application
Light to Average soil

Average to Heavy soil
Heavy to Extreme soil

2  to  4 oz 
 4  to  6 oz

Oz per gal of water

6  to  8 oz 
Zero

Resoiling Residue

Zero

Zero

Prespray / Traffic Lane Cleaner

For a 5-quart Hydroforce with a 8 to 1 tip, use 11 to 66 oz and fill with
water... for deodorizing, use  44 - 66 oz and fill with water.

Top Shelf...... for the Professional who demands only the best!Top Shelf...... for the Professional who demands only the best!

GREENGREENGREEN
Top ShelfTop Shelf

Prespray / Emulsifier / BoosterPrespray / Emulsifier / Booster
GREEN

Brand
X

Brand
Y

Brand
Z

Brand
X

Brand
Y

Brand
Z

Top
SHELFSHELF
Top

.75 oz
1.5 oz

Application
Light to Average soil

Average to Heavy soil
Heavy to Extreme soil

1.5 to 2 oz
 2  to  3 oz

Oz per gal of water

3  to  6 oz 
Zero

Resoiling Residue

Zero

Zero

Prespray / Traffic Lane Cleaner

Dirt Assassin is an ultra-concentrate f
 It penetrates, attacks and 

suspends embedded soils and oils commonly found in restaurants and car dealerships.
 
Dirt Assassin is no less than fantastic for greasy or neglected carpet, but it is still safe for stain 
resist residential nylon when mixed at 4 ozs per gallon of water.

ormulated with a proprietary blend of surfactants, 
deodorizers, anti-resoiling agents and encapsulating polymer.  

Dirt Assassin will simply make any job go quicker and easier without any worry of leaving a dirt 
attracting residue.  Dry some undiluted Dirt Assassin in a shallow dish or saucer... It simply 
dries to an encapsulating, pliable plastic film. 

Description

Directions

Test all carpeting for color fastness before applying any carpet cleaning product.

Depending on type of carpet and degree of soiling, apply at 300 - 500 SF per gallon 
of prespray and allow 5 or more minutes dwell time then extract with clear water, 
VacAway “Rinse-N-Stop” or use Dirt Assassin as an alkaline rinse agent (see chart).

See product label and MSDS for additional information and instructions.

Benefits

!

!

!

!

!

Will not attract ANY soil.
Pleasant scent at use dilution.
Mix with hot or cold water.
Safe for stain resist nylon.
Carpets stay cleaner longer.

Other Info

Stability...................
Freeze-Thaw Stable
Packaging..............
1 gal bottles (4 per case)
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Forms an encapsulating film when dry.Forms an encapsulating film when dry.

For a 5-quart Hydroforce with a 8 to 1 tip, use 11 to 66 oz and fill with
water... for deodorizing, use  44 - 66 oz and fill with water.

u rEm lsifer & Deodo izer
Super Prespa y-Traffic Lane Cleaner,r

Application
Light to Average soil

Average to Heavy soil 9.5 - 9.9

Approx pH

9.9 - 10.4Heavy to Extreme soil or Deodorizing

1  to  2 oz 
 2  to  4 oz

Oz per gal of water

4  to  6 oz 

9.0 - 9.5
Zero

Resoiling Residue

Zero

Zero

Prespray / Traffic Lane Cleaner

Ingredients:  A proprietary, bio-based surfactant blend coupled with fast drying, 
encapsulating copolymers.  This unique combination is the ultimate in a GREEN 
prespray/emulsifier!

PHighly Concentrated ( )!
PUse with .
PCan be used to BOOST other presprays or encapsulation detergents by 

adding 1 to 2 oz per gallon of prespray.
PPenetrates and emulsifies the sticky film that binds dirt to carpet and 

upholstery.
PSlices through dirt, grease & grime that even the best high pH powders leave 

behind.
PDeodorizes as it cleans and has a very pleasant lemon scent.
PIdeal for any heavily soiled synthetic commercial or residential carpet.  

Amazing performance on olefin and polyester!
PStain-resist safe (pH approx 9.9 at 4 oz per gallon.)
PFreeze-Thaw stable.
PZero toxic chemicals (safe for people and the environment).
PMore than 99.8% readily biodegradable at use dilution.
PShaking before use is not necessary (will not separate).

makes up to 129 gallons of prespray
 Hot Water Extraction or Low Moisture systems

Mix according to soil load. Application:  For a pump-up or electric sprayer, mix 1 to 6 
oz per gallon of hot or cold water.  For a 5-quart injection sprayer with a 8 to 1 tip, pour in 
11 to 64 oz and fill with water.

Depending on type of carpet and degree of soiling, apply at  300 - 500 SF per gallon of 
prespray and allow 5 or more minutes dwell time.

Blended in the USA for The Cleaner Image, 1037 Lakeview Dr, Hermitage, TN  37076  615-449-0708One U.S. Gallon
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Soil removal: 

   Deodorization: 

www.vacaway.com

Hot Water Extraction:   Extract with either clear water, IntensityGREEN 
as an emulsifying rinse or with VacAway “Rinse-N-Stop” acid rinse. 
Low Moisture Systems: Simply clean as usual using a bonnet or 
oscillating pad machine.

 Mix for heavy to extreme soiling and give 15 - 20 minutes dwell time.

Note:  This product will not cause resoiling... If it isn’t completely extracted or absorbed 
during the soil removal process, it simply forms an encapsulating film that will be 
removed during routine vacuuming.

>Test all carpet/fabric for color fastness before using this or any cleaning product.
>Keep out of the reach of children.
>May be an eye and skin irritant... Read MSDS available at  
>In case of skin contact, rinse and wash off. 
>In case of eye contact, wash eyes with clear water for several 

minutes.  Obtain medical attention if necessary.
>Never take internally.  If accidentally swallowed:  Wash out 

mouth with water.  Obtain medical attention if ill effects 
occur.

>Use in well ventilated area.
>Do not re-use container.  Dispose of this container according 

to government regulations.
>For professional use only.

Precautions: 

A feature formulation for the most demanding professionals ONLY!

Zero
Resoiling
Residue

www.VacAway.com

top shelf
TM

Application
Light to Average soil

Average to Heavy soil
Heavy to Extreme soil

1   to   2 oz
 2   to   4 oz

Oz per gal of water

4   to   6 oz 
Zero

Resoiling Residue

Zero

Zero

Prespray / Traffic Lane Cleaner

1 oz
2 oz

We help you save carpet from sticky residue

TM


